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Not that long ago …
.
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What is (editorial) peer review?

Peer review in scholarly publishing is the process by which 

research output is subjected to scrutiny and critical 

assessment by individuals who are experts in those areas.

(Hames, 2012, in Academic and Professional Publishing, Chandos Publishing, Eds

Campbell, Pentz and Borthwick, p.16)

and

…the critical assessment of manuscripts submitted to journals by 

experts who are not usually part of the editorial staff

(ICMJE, International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, http://www.icmje.org/)
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http://www.icmje.org/


.

Good practice and quality in peer review are 

system, access and business-model 

independent
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“Publishing in pOA journals has many obvious and well 

documented negative consequences, such as tarnishing 

the reputation of researchers or institutions; disseminating 

low-quality, often bogus and plagiarized, research; and 

decreasing the confidence of the public in the peer review 

process. In the case presented here, the damage could 

have been even greater as it would have resulted in a 

severe academic misconduct.”



How has peer review been changing?

 Increasing transparency and openness

 Increasing interaction

 New models of peer review, new initiatives

 Reducing ‘wastage’ of reviews

 Post-publication peer review

 New third-party services 
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The people involved in peer review

 Everyone involved should always act according to the highest 

ethical standards

 Submission and peer review information shouldn’t be used for 

personal gain or to disadvantage/discredit others
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Third-party services

Wide range, quality, legitimacy – some shocking 

practices

Codes of conduct?

Ethical guidelines for users?
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Responsibilities remain the same

 To the authors

 To the reviewers

 To the readers

 To the community and scholarly literature
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Challenges

 Lack of knowledge 

 Lack of awareness

 Expectations and norms changing

 Increasing editorial workloads

 All competing for the same pool of reviewers (& authors, 

editors)

 Researchers under increasing pressure

“Any system with so much at stake is bound to strain ethical 

principles.” Souter (2011) Learned Publishing, 24, p55
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“… and underlying these worries was yet another: that 

scientific articles have been hijacked away from their 

primary role of communicating scientific discovery to one of 

demonstrating academic activity.”

Stephen Lock, ‘A Difficult Balance. Editorial peer review in medicine’, 

Introduction to third impression, BMJ,1991, p.xi.
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Nuffield Council on Bioethics, 2014

Science researchers in the UK

 Tempted or under pressure to 

compromise on research 

integrity and standards:  26%

 Aware of others feeling like this: 

58%

 “A higher proportion of 

respondents aged under 35 

years (33 per cent) stated they 

had felt tempted or under 

pressure in comparison with 

those aged above 35 years (21 

per cent).”
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COPE cases, 1997-2012, number per 

Classification (http://publicationethics.org/cope-case-taxonomy)

)
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COPE cases, 1997-2012, number per 

Classification (http://publicationethics.org/cope-case-taxonomy)
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COPE cases, 1997-2012, number per 

Classification (http://publicationethics.org/cope-case-taxonomy)
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.

‘COPE’s new Ethical Guidelines for Peer Reviewers: background, issues, and evolution’, 

ISMTE, EON May 2013, Vol6, issue4, 

http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.ismte.org/resource/resmgr/files/hames_article.pdf
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‘Fake reviewer’ cases 
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Since 2012 …

 More cases of authors submitting fake reviews

 Third-party services suggesting fake reviewers

 Editors creating fake reviewer accounts (to submit 

favourable reports)

 Imposter editors

 September 2016, Retraction Watch has 319 retractions 

due to fake (‘compromised’) peer review (1/10th of RW

retractions since 2012)
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Editorial checking and verification
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 WAME policy statement/guidance April 2015: Avoiding 

selection of fraudulent peer reviewers

 Avoid using only author-recommended peer reviewers

 Independent  validation of contact information of author-

recommended reviewers

 ORCID as possible mechanism to validate reviewer 

identity/contact information

 Be alert to possible peer review manipulation

“While these recommendations are intended to help prevent the 

problem of fraudulent peer review, other methods to subvert peer 

review undoubtedly will be developed.”

 Whose responsibility is checking and verification at your 

journal/organisation?
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Some unethical editorial peer-review practices
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Editors acting as reviewers for 

manuscripts they’re handling 

 Shouldn’t do this via an anonymous review

 Should be done transparently – in a named review or in 

the editorial correspondence

Why?

 Who oversees an editor’s review

and comments?

 What if there are no other 

reviewers?

 It’s misleading the authors, it’s a deception, it’s unethical

.
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Peer reviewers should

“ … if they are the editor handling a manuscript and decide 

themselves to provide a review of that manuscript, do this 

transparently and not under the guise of an anonymous 

review if the journal operates blind review; providing a 

review for a manuscript being handled by another editor at 

the journal can be treated as any other review.”

COPE Ethical Guidelines for Peer Reviewers
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Selective editing of reviews

 Shouldn’t be done to justify a specific decision

 Decision-making should be transparent - reasons for 

decisions should be outlined 
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When is editing of reviews permissible?

 To remove derogatory or libellous comments

 Comments contrary to journal policy included

… or clarification in editorial correspondence

 Unfortunate use of language that might cause offence or 

imply something clearly not intended 

 Colloquial or confusing language
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Unethical citation pressure

‘Coercive citation’ – journal editors coercing 

authors into citing more articles from their own 

journals

Phil Davis, The Scholarly Kitchen, 2 February 2012: ‘When journal editors 

coerce authors to self-cite’
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Editors submitting to their own journals 

– is it acceptable?

 Have been some great abuses – editors using journals 

as personal publication platforms

 But is totally acceptable … with appropriate policies, 

manuscript handling and transparency

 COPE Code of Conduct for Journal Editors (sections 2, 

5, &17)

 Up to each journal to decide its own policy on this
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What next for scholarly publishing and 

peer review?

Things are changing very quickly  …            

prepare for a new and heterogeneous world
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In 2007: Peer review … at its best a very powerful and sophisticated 

tool … since so much hinges on it, it is essential that it is carried out 

well and professionally, and that it is viewed with confidence and 

respect.

In 2016 … 
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Will peer review survive?



Critical role of the ‘editor’

… but editors have to act as editors

Being an editor is:

 not just moving manuscripts automatically through the 

peer-review process 

 not just ‘counting votes’

 not passing on editor responsibilities to reviewers

 making critical judgements (‘reviewers advise, editors 

decide’), acting fairly and ethically
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Reducing the problems at publication stage 

– what can journals & publishers do?

 Guidance – clear and concise information/instructions

 Policies – general and discipline-specific

 Reporting guidelines – effective implementation

 Keeping up-to-date – on new issues, on evolving areas

 Filtering information, top-down and bottom-up, 

translating into policies and actions

 Don’t assume even the most basic knowledge about 

research integrity and publication ethics issues
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Building a culture of research integrity

The pyramid of research integrity
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Responsible and Ethical Practice in Research 

and Publication
An online video-based training course designed to promote 

researcher awareness and engagement with research integrity issues
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What can be done with peer reviews?
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Thank you!

Ačiū!

Dr Irene Hames

irene.hames@gmail.com

@irenehames
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